We present a system for recording a live dynamic facial performance, capturing highly detailed geometry and spatially varying diffuse and specular reflectance information for each frame of the performance. The result is a reproduction of the performance that can be rendered from novel viewpoints and novel lighting conditions, achieving photorealistic integration into any virtual environment. Dynamic performances are captured directly, without the need for any template geometry or static geometry scans, and processing is completely automatic, requiring no human input or guidance. Our key contributions are a heuristic for estimating facial reflectance information from gradient illumination photographs, and a geometry optimization framework that maximizes a principled likelihood function combining multi-view stereo correspondence and photometric stereo, using multiresolution belief propagation. The output of our system is a sequence of geometries and reflectance maps, suitable for rendering in off-the-shelf software. We show results from our system rendered under novel viewpoints and lighting conditions, and validate our results by demonstrating a close match to ground truth photographs.
Introduction
Photorealistic digital faces are becoming increasingly common in entertainment media, due to the compelling storytelling they enable. Producing a believable performance of a fully digital human face, once impossible, is now achievable through significant artistic and technical effort. Major milestones in digital faces include the Universal Capture method used in The Matrix Reloaded [BPL * 03] , and the facial modeling and animation techniques used in The Curious Case of Benjamin Button, similar to The Digital Emily project [ARL * 09] . In this work, we focus on the task of capturing a comprehensive digital version of an actor's live facial performance, supporting both novel viewpoints and novel illumination. Applications include face replacement, digital stunt doubles, and integration into virtual sets. We do not consider temporal correspondence or editing the captured performance, which we believe is a research topic in its own right, possibly using a captured performance as input. A plethora of facial animation techniques has been proposed over the years, many with the goal of comprehensive capture [GGW * 98, BPL * 03, ZSCS04, HWT * 04, WGT * 05, BLB * 08, MJH * 08, ARL * 09, WGP * 10, BHPS10]. The quality of performance capture systems varies dramatically, as does the human effort required to process or use the data after it has been recorded. The highest quality results have resulted from significant human effort, which is out of reach for smaller entities. We propose to raise the bar to consider the following five criteria as essential for a comprehensive facial performance capture system: 1. Dynamic capture. The system must record an actor's performance in real time.
2. Full facial coverage. The captured geometry must cover the entire face, with some freedom of movement allowed for the actor's head. 3. Detailed geometry. The captured geometry must be detailed enough to faithfully reproduce occlusion and self shadowing effects when rendered. 4. Detailed reflectance. The captured reflectance information must be detailed enough to allow photorealistic rendering under any lighting condition, including global illumination effects involving nearby objects. 5. Automatic processing. After a performance is recorded, the data must be processed automatically, requiring no additional human input or guidance.
We evaluate previous work related to performance capture, noting several approaches that do not meet the five criteria. We then propose a system that aims to meet the five
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Figure 1: Overview of our system. criteria better than previous work. Figure 1 illustrates an overview of our system, which works as follows: We capture an actor's performance under active gradient illumination using multiple cameras. We then estimate the reflectance function at each pixel in each camera view. Next, we estimate geometry from the point of view of each camera, optimizing with respect to the other views. Finally, we merge the estimates into a single geometry with reflectance maps. This process is repeated for every frame in the performance. We demonstrate our system on a live facial performance, rendered under novel viewpoints and lighting conditions, and conclude with a discussion and directions for future work.
Related Work
Computer vision and graphics employ a vast toolbox of 3D measurement techniques which includes passive stereo matching, structured light scanning, photometric stereo algorithms, and shape template methods. Different techniques have different pros and cons, which we evaluate here keeping in mind the five criteria for comprehensive facial performance capture we identified in section 1.
Passive stereo matching. The determination of shape from the stereo correspondence between two images is a well-studied topic; a taxonomy of stereo correspondence approaches is presented in [SS02] . The principal challenges faced by these methods include performance, robust determination of matches near occlusions, detection of matches in the absence of significant texture, and enforcement of smoothness constraints without biasing the recovered correspondences. Some recent stereo techniques which specifically address some of these problems include [SLKS05], which performs symmetric stereo with occlusion handling, [WTRF09] , which uses second-order smoothness priors to achieve a more consistent surface, 
Hybrid techniques.
[EVC07] obtains both scene geometry and reflectance from photographs taken under multiple views and multiple illumination conditions. The results are robust and detailed, but reflectance is assumed to be Lambertian, and it requires a large number of photographs which would be impractical for dynamic performances. Other works refine coarse geometry from one source with photometric normals from another source to provide highfrequency details [NRDR05,MJH * 08,HW08,WGP * 10], but the coarse geometry may have artifacts that are too strong to be removed by the refinement. At the other end of the spectrum, [VPB * 09] uses surface normal integration to extract per-viewpoint geometry with good high frequency detail but low frequency distortion, and then merges the geometries from multiple viewpoints to reduce the distortions. However, the geometry obtained has not been shown to be detailed enough for photorealistic facial performances.
Comprehensive Facial Performance Capture
Based on our review of prior work, the most promising approaches for comprehensive facial performance capture are those that operate on data recorded from multiple views, with a small number of multiplexed view-agnostic illumi- 
Data Acquisition
We acquire a sequence of photographs capturing an actor under seven different illumination patterns, from five different views, for every frame of a performance. The illumination patterns are produced by a programmable illumination device, with 600 LED lights arranged in a sphere, similar to [MHP * 07]. We position five Phantom v640 high-speed cameras around the front of the sphere in an "M" configuration (see Figure 1 ) to provide adequate coverage of the actor's face with some freedom for head rotation and movement. The resolution of the cameras (1600 × 1936) is sufficient to image fine skin details including pores. We calibrate the cameras using the method in [Zha00] . The illumination device cycles through seven gradient illumination patterns, similar to [WGP * 10], which we call x, y, z,x,ȳ,z, and w. The x, y and z patterns are linear gradients over the sphere from 0 brightness to full brightness, aligned to the world coordinate axes. Thex,ȳ andz patterns are linear gradients aligned to oppose the x, y and z patterns. The w pattern is uniform half brightness over the entire sphere. Together, these patterns encode first-order information for the reflectance function at every point on a surface. We also include four additional illumination patterns for validation, for a total of eleven patterns. The cameras are synchronized to the illumination device to record an entire set of patterns for every frame of performance capture output. In our tests, the output rate is 24 fps, requiring 264 fps photography (or 168 fps without validation patterns). It is also possible to reduce the rate of photography with minor losses in quality as shown in [WGP * 10], which may allow the use of lower-cost cameras for performances having little rapid movement. To improve actor comfort, we triple the rate of cycling through the illumination patterns, to eliminate any perceptible flicker. To record a complete set of triple-rate patterns without increas-ing the rate of photography, we expose each photograph for only the first third of the shutter interval. The actor also wore dark contact lenses, since the light is relatively bright.
Reflectance Estimation
We estimate reflectance information independently for each camera, starting from gradient illumination photographs aligned using the technique of [WGP * 10] to avoid artifacts from fast head motion. We perform heuristic diffuse / specular separation of the uniform illumination photograph Iw, and then find a surface normal that best explains the other gradient illumination photographs Ix, Iy, Iz. Our heuristic is based on the observation that a gradient illumination photograph with the bright pole of the gradient facing the camera qualitatively appears to lack Fresnel reflections on the face (see z in figure 2), so the opposing gradient photograph should somewhat resemble the specular component (seez in figure  2 ). As gradient illumination is steerable, we computationally rotate the illumination in the photographs to align to the camera. We estimate the specular component S as the minimum of the three color channels of this image, since specular reflectance is typically achromatic. We then subtract S from twice the uniform illumination photograph (2Iw) to obtain an estimate of the diffuse albedo D. Assuming a Lambertian diffuse lobe plus a specular lobe centered about the ideal specular reflection direction, the gradient illumination photograph with gradient axis β has intensity:
where n is the surface normal, r = (2n · v)n − v is the ideal specular reflection direction, v is the view direction, k D = 2 3
and k S ≈ 1 [MHP * 07]. We next search for the surface nor-
Due to the form of (1), we may assume n lies somewhere between α and (α + v)/ α + v , reducing the problem to a one-dimensional search, where α is the centroid of the reflectance function ( Ix −Iw, Iy −Iw, Iz −Iw , normalized). After the surface normals are estimated for every pixel, we apply an unsharp mask sharpening filter to the surface normal map. We use a constant filter width of 5 pixels in all examples, chosen to approximately cancel the subsurface scattering properties of human skin (from [WMP * 06]), considering the typical width of one pixel in real world units. Finally, we compute a view-independent specular albedo S = S/F(n, v), where F(n, v) is a generic Fresnel term. Together, the diffuse albedo D, specular albedo S , and surface normal n parameterize our reflectance model. Figure 2 shows the input photographs, and the estimated reflectance parameters.
Geometry Estimation
We take a principled maximum likelihood approach to geometry estimation. Inspired by [SSZ02] and [SFVG04], we consider the following likelihood model:
where X is a vertex position field, R is a reflectance function field, O is an occlusion state field, and I is the set of input images. We make a similar simplification to the occlusion term as [SSZ02] and assume O is independent of X, R, yielding:
(It is also possible to iteratively update P(O) as in [SLKS05], but we obtain acceptable results for faces using the simpler scheme.) We eliminate R, O by max marginalizing on X:
where, ignoring P(X|R) to make the solution tractable,
We are left with the following form:
We do not model any spatial correlations in R or O, and we model pairwise spatial correlations in X, factoring (6) to: P(X|I) ∝ ∏ s∈S P(I|xs,rs(xs),ōs(xs))P(rs(xs))P(ōs(xs)) ∏ (s,t)∈N P(xs, xt |rs(xs),rt (xt )) (7) where S is the set of all sites in the field X, and N is the set of all ordered pairs of neighboring sites in the field X. The unit terms (in the product over S) represent photometric consistency, reflectance likelihood, and occlusion likelihood. The pairwise terms (in the product over N) represent a shape prior, trained on reflectance. At a high level, the model is related to the cost function in [EVC07] in that it contains a term for photometric consistency and a term for shape based on photometric normals, however theirs treats reflectance as Lambertian, using a threshold to remove specular highlights, whereas our model estimates a more general reflectance distribution. Our model is also related to that in [HW08] , but we do not approximate the photometric consistency term with a Gaussian distribution (which we believe poorly models sites with multiple high probability disparities), and we also model occlusion. In the following subsections, we detail the unit and pairwise terms.
Unit Term
The unit term P(I|xs, rs, os)P(rs)P(os) has three sub-terms. The first sub-term represents photometric consistency:
where I k (xs) represents the pixel values in the photographs from camera k at projected position xs, and os is the set of cameras for which xs is occluded. Inspired by [SFVG04], we model P(I k (xs)|rs) as a normal distribution in terms of rs:
Where N (x; µ, Σ) is the multidimensional normal distribution with mean vector µ and variance matrix Σ. In our work, rs is a vector consisting of diffuse albedo, specular albedo, and surface normal. The mean vector µ k (xs) is heuristically estimated from I k (xs) as in Section 5. Figure 3 shows the reflectance estimate for each of the five viewpoints in one frame of our tests. We use a camera sensor noise model to estimate the uncertainty in I k (xs), and propagate the uncertainty through the computations in Section 5 using standard methods, yielding an estimate of the matrix Σ k (xs). Besides camera noise, we also provide tunable parameters θ i to model additional sources of uncertainty, modifying the diag-
The second sub-term, P(rs), represents a priori reflectance likelihood. As rs already parameterizes the reflectance model defined in Section 5, we simply ignore this term.
The third sub-term, P(os), represents a priori occlusion likelihood. We model this as:
where P(occ) is the a priori likelihood of a pixel being occluded, provided as a tunable parameter. Despite its simplicity, this term is sufficient to suppress blob artifacts which would otherwise appear in occluded regions.
Since we do not model spatial correlations in R or O, we may computers(xs) andōs(xs) independently for each site: rs(xs),ōs(xs) = arg max rs,os P(I|xs, rs, os)P(rs)P(os) = arg max For any assignment to os, we may maximize over rs by:
leaving:
which we compute by exhaustive search over all possible assignments to os. And finally,rs(xs) = r s (xs,ōs(xs)).
Pairwise Term
The pairwise term P(xs, xt |rs(xs),rt (xt )) represents a shape prior. Motivated by [HMJI09] and [HW08] , we incorporate photometric normals into the prior, instead of generic smoothing. To simplify optimization, we let the domain of X be a depth map from the view of a primary camera j. Then:
where xs = p+vsds, p is the nodal point of camera j in world space, vs is the direction of the camera ray passing through the center of the pixel at site s, ds is the depth at site s, and likewise for subscript t. It is possible to construct a likelihood model in terms of ds, dt for use in a belief propagation framework, including the effects of perspective and independent reflectance estimates for each depth. However, the mes-sage passing step in belief propagation would be costly considering the entire domain of possible depth pairs, and we would rather take advantage of distance transforms [FH04] to efficiently compute messages. We may employ distance transforms if we express (14) in terms of the discrete depth gradient dt − ds instead of ds, dt , ignoring the effects of perspective and removing the dependency ofrs(xs),rt (xt ) on ds, dt through an approximation:
P(ds, dt |rs(xs),rt (xt )) ≈ P(dt − ds|µ j (xs), µ j (xt )). (15) If the two pixel sites s and t lie on a continuous surface, we may compute an expected depth gradient ∆ds,t ≈ dt − ds as:
where ns, nt are the surface normals in µ j (xs), µ j (xt ) and ds,dt are prior depth estimates (initially a typical depth, and in later iterations of our optimization, the depth estimates of the previous iteration). We may then use standard methods for uncertainty propagation to incorporate ∆ds,t , Σ j (xs) and Σ j (xt ) into a Gaussian model for dt − ds. If, however, s and t straddle a surface discontinuity, then the depth gradient may take on much larger values than those implied by the surface normals. We provide for this case by truncating the quadratic term in the Gaussian distribution to be no more than some constant. We truncate the quadratic to one side of the mean only, being the side that is further from zero, since we presume the depth gradient of the closer surface to have greater magnitude than that of the farther surface at the point of discontinuity. We heuristically model the truncation constant in terms of µ j (xs), µ j (xt ), favoring continuous surfaces where the reflectance parameters at s and t are similar.
Optimization
We seek to find a depth map maximizing the likelihood defined by (7), which we treat as an optimization problem that seeks to maximize an objective function (or minimize its negative logarithm). Such problems are rampant in computer vision, and many methods for optimization have been proposed (for example, [TF03] compares graph cuts and belief propagation for stereo reconstruction). We desire continuous domain depth values, as opposed to discretely sampled depth values, so that the subtleties captured by the photometric surface normals may appear in the final geometry. [HW08] obtains continuous domain depth values by using Gaussian belief propagation, however we do not wish to approximate our photometric consistency term as a single Gaussian. Another option would be to use a fusion move optimization scheme [LRRB09], but this requires the generation of candidate solutions for fusion, which is an inexact science. Instead, we use discrete domain belief propagation interleaved with continuous domain (Gaussian) belief propagation, profiting from the benefits of both. Motivated by recent work in multi-resolution optimization schemes [VTSC04, HMJI09, YWA10] , we improve performance by starting with a low resolution version of the problem, and doubling the resolution between each pass of interleaved discrete domain and continuous domain belief propagation, until the original resolution is reached. For both the discrete and continuous domain belief propagation, we choose TreeReweighted Sequential Belief Propagation (TRW-S) [Kol06] for its convergence properties and simple implementation.
Initialization. We begin with a coarsely spaced depth domain sampling (64 samples in the figures in this paper) on a downsampled input, downsampled just enough so that the window of depth samples covers the entirety of the desired performance volume.
Discrete phase. In our discrete phase, the domain for each pixel in the depth map is a window of equally spaced depth samples centered around the most likely depth from the previous resolution. Unlike [VTSC04, YWA10] , we allow the depth window centers to take fractional values, obtained from the most likely depth values from the previous continuous phase. Since the previous continuous solution has only half the resolution of the current phase, we query it with bilinear interpolation, randomly jittering the pixel coordinate by up to plus or minus one half pixel to avoid grid artifacts. We iterate discrete domain TRW-S belief propagation for a number of iterations (10 in the figures in this paper).
Continuous phase. In our continuous phase, the domain for each pixel in the depth map is a Gaussian distribution. The pairwise terms in our objective function are truncated Gaussians, so we simply omit the truncation. However, the unit terms in our objective function are not Gaussian, but are well represented by discrete sampling. We therefore approximate each pixel's unit term by a Gaussian distribution, using a least squares fit to the discrete unit term weighted by the estimated a posteriori likelihood distribution (belief) from the previous discrete phase. This weighting adapts the Gaussian approximation of the unit term to the previous discrete solution. We iterate continuous domain TRW-S belief propagation for a larger number of iterations (100 in the figures in this paper) since it is fast.
Iteration. After the discrete and continuous phases are executed, we restore the input to the next larger resolution, narrow the spacing of the discrete depth sampling by half, and jump back to the discrete phase again. We continue iterating until finally the original high resolution input is processed. This approach combines the benefits of a discrete solution with the benefits of a continuous solution, without the drawback of oversimplifying the objective function.
Normal adjustment. Sometimes spatially correlated bias in the estimated surface normals will introduce small cracks or seams in the resulting geometry, due to the inability of our likelihood model to represent such correlations. As a work-around, we pause the multi-resolution scheme just before the final resolution is computed, and perform an adjustment on the low frequencies of the normals in a similar style to [NRDR05], presuming that the depth estimate of the previous resolution is a good depth estimate.
Removing Uncertain Pixels
[SSZ02] uses the entropy of the inferred a posteriori likelihood distribution to estimate the uncertainty in the recovered depth. We adopt the same strategy and cut out uncertain pixels in the result using an entropy threshold. After removing uncertain pixels, small random patches of pixels may remain due to uncertainty in the entropy, so we segment the remaining pixels along steep depth gradients and cull away any segments smaller than a threshold number of pixels.
Merging
Although our geometry estimation operates on photographs from multiple cameras, the optimization domain is a depth map from the viewpoint of a single camera. Therefore we repeat the geometry estimation from the viewpoint of each camera in our system, and then merge the results into a single mesh, by projecting the vertex positions and reflectance parameters into a common cylindrical coordinate system (see figure 4) . We weigh the contribution of each camera by the inverse projected area between neighboring vertices, and feather the weights to reduce seams. We then perform hole filling in the cylindrical domain. 
Results
We show results from our system for a live facial performance, processed automatically with no manual clean-up, and rendered under novel viewpoints and lighting conditions with subsurface scattering and global illumination using the V-Ray rendering software from Chaos Group. The running time of the optimization using a straightforward implementation on a single 3 GHz Intel processor core was 50 minutes per camera per frame, totalling 250 minutes per merged output frame. However, the different cameras and output frames may be processed in parallel on multi-core machines, so wall clock times were smaller. We also estimated per-vertex velocity using optical flow techniques, to enable physicallybased motion blur rendering. Figure 5 shows renderings under high-frequency illumination (a small spherical light source) compared to ground truth photographs, which were not used in the reconstruction. The estimated diffuse and specular albedos and surface normals are sufficient information to achieve photorealistic results even under these unforgiving illumination conditions. Figure 6 shows renderings Figure 6 : Subsets of the captured information. Left to right: Raw geometry, addition of normal map, addition of diffuse and specular albedo maps.
using the skin shader lit by a small spherical light source, using subsets of the captured information. The raw geometry contains enough detail to support gross shadowing and subsurface scattering effects. The normal map adds a lifelike reconstruction of fine details like skin pores and blemishes even in the absence of any color texture. The diffuse and specular albedo maps provide the base color of the face and subtle variation in the highlights. Figure 7 shows selected renderings (every twentieth frame) from a fifteen second performance capture sequence, with novel camera mo- Figure 7 : Every twentieth frame of a fifteen second performance, with novel camera motion, and motion blur.
tion, and synthetic motion blur ( 1 96 second exposure). Using multiple cameras, short exposure photographs, and viewagnostic active illumination conditions allows the actor to deliver an emotional performance, including head rotation and rapid jerking motions, without compromising the fidelity of the reconstruction. Figure 8 illustrates the versa- tility attained by having highly detailed reflectance information, with renderings under image based lighting environments (from www.debevec.org). Photorealism is upheld under a wide variety of illumination conditions. Figure 9 shows a close-up rendering, highlighting the realism of subtle skin details under grazing lighting conditions. Facial performance capture systems that avoid active illumination simply do not achieve this level of photorealism. Figure 10 compares the proposed method to [WGP * 10], for geometry obtained from two views. The quality of the geometry is comparable, with the proposed method recovering improved geometry around the sides of the face and neck, and notably the eyelids. Figure 11 shows the facial coverage afforded by our Figure 9 : The reflectance information captured by gradient illumination provides subtle skin details that remain lifelike even under grazing lighting conditions. system. With five cameras, the entire face is captured even as the subject turns her head from 30
• left to 30
• right.
Limitations and Future Work
While our system produces photorealistic reconstructions of facial performances, there are a number of approximations, shortcuts, or limitations we wish to address in the future. The most visually objectionable artifact is an occasional spike poking out of the face. The depth maps computed by our optimization exhibit no such artifacts, but sometimes have patches of background geometry floating beside the face that are not culled by our entropy thresholding. These floaters may be erroneously projected onto the face in the cylindrical domain during merging. We would like to use a better Figure 11: Clones rendered from three viewpoints, for two frames of a performance, illustrating full facial coverage.
merging algorithm, or to directly optimize a single geometry in a more suitable domain than a depth map. Initial tests using Poisson merging [KBH06] indicate that the spike artifacts can be avoided without relying on any post-processing. We may investigate better diffuse / specular separation to reduce the bias in the reflectance estimate. We may also seek to model the bias in the reflectance estimate, to reduce its effect on the reconstructed geometry, and to generally improve our principled likelihood model by making fewer approximations and assumptions. In our tests, the subjects captured wore a hat covering their hair and ears. An area wide open for future exploration is including hair and ears in the capture, possibly even extending all the way around the head using more cameras. Finally, methods for computing dense temporal correspondences across entire performances could be investigated, to facilitate any editing operations to be performed on the captured performances, including integration into conventional production pipelines.
Conclusion
In this work we present comprehensive facial performance capture. To our knowledge, this is the first facial performance capture system to achieve photorealistic reconstructions, with full facial coverage, of a dynamic, emotional performance under both novel viewpoints and novel illumination in an automatic setting. Facial features are reconstructed that are often omitted in previous work, such as eyes and teeth, though they could stand some improvement in future work. Fine surface details such as skin pores and blemishes are recovered faithfully. This level of realism is achieved by estimating detailed reflectance information and detailed geometry independently for each frame of the performance, without the need for any template geometry or static scans. This is made possible by two key contributions: The first is a novel heuristic for estimating detailed facial reflectance from gradient illumination photographs. The second is a novel geometry optimization framework that maximizes a principled likelihood function combining multi-view stereo correspondence and photometric stereo, using a novel multi-resolution belief propagation approach combining discrete domain and continuous domain belief propagation. We demonstrate the realism of performances captured by our system with photorealistic renderings made in off-the-shelf software, with subsurface scattering, global illumination, and motion blur. The renderings are a close match to ground truth photographs. Photorealism is maintained both under novel viewpoints and under novel illumination, including high-frequency illumination, back-lighting, and grazing illumination.
